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To limit the power of the state, and through this way to safeguard the 
fundamental rights of its citizens are the most essential and most basic elements of 
constitution. In fact, constitutional economic notion of “protect individual properties” 
existed for a long time even since ancient times in the West. This notion was proved 
especially according to the relationship between the market and the government. For 
example, The Theory of Moral Sentiments which was written by Adam Smith 
expounded one theory of the “pieces” from the constitutional standpoint. This theory 
reflected Smith’s vigilance towards the state power and expressed his attention 
towards the law about market, and this theory showed Smith’s thought of 
constitutional economics directly. Nowadays this thought is developing continually, 
the models related constitutional economic has been developing, too. The most 
infusive representative is James M.Buchanan, he has put forward “the private property 
is a guarantee of free”, “the constitutional judicature”,“intergovernmental 
competition”, “choosing and competition of the rules” in his Constitutional 
Economics. We can use these thoughts as an important source of reference in our 
constitution reformation. In recent years, the core of our reform has been changing 
from economic to politics especially to constitutional politics. The success of our 
constitutional reform will bring security to the achievements of economic reform; it 
will also bring forth an immense space for the advance of our economic reform. 
Under this background, the thesis is interested in the study of Constitutional 
Economics and constitutional reform in China. This paper is divided into three parts: 
The first part of this article mainly describes the rise of constitutional economics. It 
includes Adam Smith’s notion on Constitutional Economics, Charles Austin Beard’s 
views on Constitutional Economics, Friedrich A. Hayek’s model on Constitutional 
Economics and James M.Buchanan’s Constitutional Economics. In the second chapter 
it expounds the core of constitutional economics minutely. This part mainly 
concentrates on the protection of citizens’ right and the limit of the power of the 
government. And the third part analyses the current situation and prescription of our 
constitutional reform according to constitutional economics views. This chapter 














the citizen property rights, to establish constitutional principle first and so on. 
The creative opinions of this article as following: certainly constitutional reform 
cannot be reached in one step; it should also progress step by step as our economic 
reform follows in proper sequence. This article attempts to demonstrate that our 
constitutional reform should also embark on the protection of citizens’ basic right in 
essence, the protection of private property, the limit of the power of the government. 
And the most importance is the creation of the circumstances for the development of 
constitutional politics, consensus on constitutional politics among intellectuals then all 
the society. However, besides Constitutional Economics is a fundamental research, the 
author’s scholarship is limited, so this paper doesn’t do well in concrete operation 
methods in our constitutional reform, this requires the author’s further research and 
develop in the further study. 
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在公共选择研究者看来，宪政经济学是 20 世纪 70 年代兴起的、由公共选择
理论衍生出来的一个研究领域。这主要源于诺贝尔经济学奖获得者詹姆斯·布坎
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